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Information The requested topic does not exist. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. I'm mildly surprised to see that
Tramadol appears to be missing from the controlled drugs list though, wouldn't hurt to double-check with HSA. Post as
a guest Name. Much like our beloved Nigel, the sewing circle is no longer in action. Travel Stack Exchange works best
with JavaScript enabled. Sign up using Facebook. So I appear to be OK in that regard. If you feel that this is a mistake,
please contact us by opening a ticket with the following information: In my experience most GPs at least those I've used
will not give you a prescription, but might sell you the medication directly. I'll also check into MY's requirements.You
don't have to worry about bringing regular painkillers with you into Singapore, paracetamol and ibuprofen are both
available to buy from the Pharmacist in in Singapore but it is not completely banned any more and you may bring some
for personal consumption and can buy gum at Pharmacists in Singapore now. I know you can probably buy all this there,
but I would rather have headache remedies with us just in case, I am taking Voltaren regularly for a strained shoulder
and my daughter suffers bad indigestion . While panadol is available over the counter in Singapore, Ibuprofen used to be
available only on doctor's prescription. Aug 4, - How to Apply for a Licence. Fill in the application form and submit it
with the following supporting documents: A copy of your doctor's prescription or written recommendation verifying the
dosage and total quantity of the medicines to be imported into Singapore; A copy of the flight details/travel itinerary.
What can i buy over the counter for Ibuprofen Singapore (SG). At our online pharmacy you will find not only discount
prices, but really effective drugs. We always do our best to satisfy our customers. What can i buy over the counter for
Ibuprofen. Buy medicines online, lowest prices, prescribed legal by US doctors and. Taxes and import duties. Under
Singapore laws, arriving travellers need to pay taxes to bring in cigarettes or other tobacco products, liquor products or
other taxable goods exceeding the duty-free concession and Goods and Services Tax (GST) relief. Visit the Singapore
Customs website for more information. Import of. Aug 23, - Just tried both watsons and mannings - both of them looked
at me like i was nuts (I even wrote it down for them). In UK/NZ/Aus you can buy in any. Apr 12, - I don t get it and
maybe someone can explain it. I can buy aspirin off the shelf. I can buy paracetamol, a tylenol type drug, off the shelf.
But, if I want to buy ibuprofen aka Advil, I have to get it from the pharmacist. There is only one brand. I regularly buy
ibuprofen, it's an OTC drug in Singapore -- not on the shelf, but dished out from behind it by pharmacists on demand,
with no questions asked. For real prescription only drugs (e.g. antibiotics) apart from very serious stuff like morphine,
you can buy them from a pharmacy in Singapore as an. Sep 5, - Ibuprofen/paracetamol (gel + tablets) i.e.
painkillers/antihistamine. emergency kit . knife/fork/spoon - knife have to put in a check in luggage, you can buy these
in Singapore also. . I wanted to bring the paracetamol/ibuprofen with me for future use (there is currently no need for me
to use them right now). Buy Nurofen Core Mg, 12 Tablets at Guardian Singapore Online Store. Description; How To
Use; Delivery & Returns; Reviews. Product Description. Ingredients. Ibuprofen B.P. mg,Croscarmellose sodium,
sodium laurilsulfate, sodium citrate, stearic acid, colloidal anhydrous silica. Sugar coat: Carmellose sodium.
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